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 March 2016 the chancellor announced that industry should create a dashboard 
service by 2019

 16 contributors worked with 6 development partners to develop prototype

 Agree an initial infrastructure for data sharing

 Build and demonstrate a basic working prototype

 Learn lessons on challenges and solutions

BACKGROUND
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PROTOTYPE RECAP
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WHAT IT COULD LOOK LIKE…
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BUT WHO KNOWS?
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The prototype project answered a lot of questions but raised as more:

 What would lead consumers to using a dashboard and what not

 Is complete coverage essential and if so over what timescale

 What lessons can be learned from other countries

 How and on what basis would the pension industry and dashboard providers 
develop dashboard services

 What are the perceived drivers and barriers for industry

 What data can and should be shared and where is the trade off between extent of 
data and practicality

 What are simplest service that will deliver value to customers – the MVP

KEY QUESTIONS FROM PROTOTYPE

@carolynhjones



 Four workstreams:

 Consumer and international research

 Industry research

 Data standards

 Service requirements

 Key findings:

 Consumers and industry felt full coverage necessary for success

 To achieve this compulsion will be required, including the mandating of data standards

 State pension is essential

 Consumers want a government endorsed, non commercial dashboard

 Dashboards must be regulated

 Governance body will need to be established

 A identity assurance scheme must be agreed – policy decision required for Verify

SECOND PROJECT
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 The Government to confirm their position on compulsion

 Private sector Verify work

 Next steps in terms of development will depend on Government position

NEXT STEPS

@carolynhjones
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 Low levels of customer engagement

 High exit charges

 Pensions left behind on changing job

 Transferring a slow and tortuous process

 Closed book operators

 54% of workplace pension members have no idea what their pot or pension will be
at retirement

DC PENSIONS – OLD WORLD
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 New initiatives to drive engagement

 Exit charge cap

 Transfers and Re-registration Industry Group (TRIG)

 ONS reveal small pot problem growing 31/2m a year

 Cross subsidy dragging down performance

 Growth of guidance over advice

DC PENSIONS – NEW WORLD
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 Linking to pension dashboard predicted to be mandatory

 Speed and consistency of response will engender trust

 Build a post-dashboard landing page for customers clicking through for more details

 Consider being a pension dashboard and offer customers helpful tools

 Capture updates via the Pensions Dashboard, like revised retirement age

 Get ready for high volumes of low value transfers

 Read all about it

http://www.dthomas.co.uk/content/fs/downloads/pensiondashboard.pdf

PREPARING FOR THE WORLD OF PENSION DASHBOARDS

@AdrianBoulding
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 5,500,000 members
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OLDER MEMBERS AND THOSE ON HIGHER INCOMES ARE 
MORE LIKELY TO HAVE OTHER PENSION SCHEMES
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MEMBER RESEARCH

65%

56%

54%

52%

43%
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25%
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13%

13%

15%
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Would pay more attention Neutral Would not pay more attention Don't know

 Guidance on how much I should save to get
the retirement I want 

 A tool that helps me see my current pension 
pot alongside my other savings and assets 

 A tool that helps me see my current pension 
pot alongside my other savings and assets 

 A tool helping me plan and track how I am 
doing against my long term savings targets 

 A tool helping me vary my contributions 
depending on my other financial commitments 
Advice on budgeting after I retire

@NESTpensionsSource : Nest Member survey 



WHAT HAPPENS TO MY POT WHEN I RETIRE?

34% 6% 31% 9% 20%

Expect NEST to pay me a regular income

Will use the money in my pension pot to buy something from elsewhere

Don't know - haven't really thought about it

Don't know - don't really understand the options

Don't know - as haven't decided yet

 When you retire, do you expect NEST to pay you a regular income from your 
pensions savings, or do you expect to use the money in your pension pot to buy 
something from elsewhere?

@NESTpensionsSource: NEST member survey 2017



 Dashboard provides visibility but…

 The connections all need to be in place for it to be effective

 Human behaviour considerations

IT’S NOT A MAGIC SOLUTION



 Dashboards help

 To be effective they need to be integrated into guided pathways for retirement. 

 They need to enhance and help to protect against member detriment

SUMMARY




